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Abstract
Bodies are rich and important social stimuli, which we often encounter in the context 
of social groups. Yet, little attention has been paid to how we process these groups, and 
what information perceivers might extract from groups of bodies. Drawing from work on 
the perception of individual bodies, we conducted two studies to test the ability of human 
observers (college students; Ntotal = 375) to ensemble code (i.e., rapidly extract summary 
statistics about attributes of stimulus groups) human bodies. Specifically, we examined 
whether participants extracted summary statistics of lower-level (body mass index, waist-
to-chest ratio, and waist-to-hip ratio) and higher-level (emotion, gender) properties from 
groups of bodies. Participants were relatively accurate in extracting summary statistics 
for both lower-level and higher-level characteristics from groups of bodies, consistent 
with the view that visual processes rapidly summarize group characteristics from bodily 
information.

Keywords body perception · summary perception · people perception · human body · 
social groups

Introduction

Perceptions of human bodies underlie some of the most pervasive forms of discrimina-
tion, including anti-fat prejudice (see Rubino et al., 2020), police harassment of Black men 
(which varies by height and weight; Hester & Gray, 2018), and skeptical responses to wom-
en’s sexual assault claims (Paganini et al., 2023). Body-related discrimination is culturally 
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pervasive, but some group contexts are more likely to foster discrimination than others. 
Identifying which group contexts are “threatening” versus “safe” is thus an important task 
for people who may be targets of discrimination, as a means of preserving their well-being 
(e.g., Alt et al., 2019). Among the many cues that may be relevant to body-discrimination in 
a group context, the most obvious may be the body size and shape of people in that group—
when a group is slim, a fat perceiver may assume that the group members will devalue their 
non-normative body size (see Oswald et al., 2022).

Such evaluations are likely to be especially useful to targets of discrimination but can 
aide anyone—not just people who identify as fat or as a sexual assault survivor —in deter-
mining whether their body will be valued or devalued by a relevant social group. This sort of 
protective process would be rooted in rapid identification of group norms, yet little is known 
about if or how anyone rapidly perceives the average size of bodies in a group. Thus, it is 
unclear if group perceptions of body size and shape are precise enough to aide perceivers in 
navigating a biased social world. In the current work, we examine the precision of body-size 
perceptions and how bodily perceptions, more generally, give rise to conceptual judgments 
of a group.

Perceiving Bodies

It seems obvious that body-related discrimination requires perception of others’ bodily char-
acteristics, so it may be unsurprising that such discrimination relies on visual processing 
operations such as configural processing (e.g., Griffin & Oswald, 2022; Reed et al., 2003), 
size-based threat detection (e.g., McElvaney et al., 2021; Wilson et al., 2017), and early 
neural processes attuned to body perception (e.g., the n190 event-related potential; Thierry 
et al., 2006). For example, in a study of body size perception, Wilson et al. (2017) found 
that – even when controlling for upper body strength – Black male bodies were perceived 
as bigger and more threatening than White male bodies, leading to increased justification 
of use of physical force against Black relative to White men. This work demonstrates how 
low-level processes including size perception are influential for downstream outcomes of 
body-related bias.

Perceiving Groups

Despite advances in scientific understanding of how individual bodies are perceived and 
evaluated (de Gelder, 2009), little is known about how people perceive and evaluate groups 
of bodies. Though much has been made of the impact of individual body perception on 
well-being – for example, in considering how body perception is related to body image 
disturbances (e.g., Hartmann et al., 2020) – perceptions of groups of bodies have yet to be 
examined in depth or integrated with the rich literature on body-related discrimination. As 
noted earlier, group body perception is likely to play a role in perceivers’ evaluations of the 
threat afforded by groups or social contexts. Indeed, groups attract more visual attention 
than individuals (Woolhouse & Lai, 2014) and have an outsized influence on well-being 
through processes sensitive to group belonging and affiliation (e.g., Baumeister & Leary, 
1995; Oyserman et al., 2006). That is, group perceptions offer different affordances than do 
individual perceptions, and may be particularly sensitive to certain visual cues.
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If perceivers form precise and accurate representations of group body size, it is likely 
that those representations strongly inform perceivers’ social judgment and behavior. Indeed, 
rapid group perceptions (1s or less exposure to four or more people) provide some of the 
earliest and most influential information about social contexts (Phillips et al., 2014), inform-
ing perceivers about opportunities for affiliation with a group (Goodale et al., 2018), group 
cohesion (Dasgupta et al., 1999; Ip et al., 2006), group boundaries (Lamer et al., 2018) and 
group threat (Mihalache et al., 2021). These findings and others have extended social per-
ception research from person perception to people perception, or the simultaneous percep-
tion of multiple individuals (Alt & Phillips, 2021; Phillips et al., 2018). Given that the events 
which characterize our social lives often entail interacting with groups of people – from 
classes and meetings to concerts, stores, parties, and funerals – the shift toward understand-
ing people perception reflects a shift toward understanding in greater depth the inherently 
group-based human experience (e.g., Alt & Phillips, 2021). In terms of the current work, 
perceptions of the typical (normative) body size would constitute a perceptual means for 
people to rapidly ascertain information important to their well-being in group-living.

People perception research primarily draws from theories of ensemble coding, and we 
draw our hypotheses from this literature. Ensemble coding refers to the capacity of the 
human visual system to rapidly extract summary statistics (e.g., averages) from a group 
of stimuli prior to detailed processing of each group member (Alvarez, 2011; Whitney & 
Yamanashi Leib, 2018). Ensemble coding is robust for concrete visual features such as ori-
entation (Miller & Sheldon, 1969), color (Webster et al., 2014), size (Ariely, 2001; Chong 
& Treisman, 2003), and motion direction (Sweeny et al., 2013). This work has also been 
extended to high-level social vision (Phillips et al., 2014), which focuses on more abstract 
judgments. For example, when encountering a group of faces, study participants accurately 
extracted the average facial identity (de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Neumann et al., 
2013), emotional expression (Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2009) and gender (Alt et al., 
2019; Goodale et al., 2018) of the facial group—even when the entire group is seen for less 
than ½ second (too brief to allow for close inspection of each group member).

Ensemble coding – both of concrete features (e.g. orientation angle) and of abstract fea-
tures (e.g., facial emotion) – is understood as “an adaptive mechanism which allows for the 
efficient representation of a large amount of information” (Haberman & Whitney, 2009, 
p. 719); with social stimuli like faces, ensemble perception allows for rapid extraction of 
functionally-relevant social information (e.g., emotion, group identity; Goldenberg et al., 
2020; Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2009). In virtually every domain examined to date, 
study participants have proven capable of accurately and rapidly detecting the average sig-
nal value for any perceptible characteristic in a stimulus group (e.g., circle size, facial emo-
tion, orientation direction; Whitney & Yamanashi Leib, 2018). Thus, it may seem trivial to 
examine if ensemble coding applies to bodily-characteristics. As detailed below, it is not.

Ensemble Perceptions of Body Shape and Size

We know of no research that has examined how people perceive socially-meaningful bodily 
characteristics in groups—whether via ensemble coding or any other process. Yet for many 
people, perceptions of bodily groups are uniquely informative to navigating social life. 
First, for millions of fat people, ensemble perceptions of bodies may be the basis for their 
evaluations of social identity threat (see Oswald & Adams, 2022). Indeed, contextual evalu-
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ations of social identity threat represent a critical task for people with stigmatized identities, 
as such threats impair well-being (via discrimination) and identifying them may help people 
avoid groups and contexts likely to be harmful (see Schmader & Sedikides, 2018). This 
perspective has motivated burgeoning research on ecological cues to social identity threat 
(SIT) and safety (see Oswald et al., 2022) yet there is empirical ambiguity regarding the 
processes that explain the relationship between social ecology and evaluations of social-
identity threat.

In the socially complex and perceptually rich ecologies that characterize group settings, 
evaluations of SIT would seem to require processes capable of rapidly summarizing cues 
(across group members) relevant to perceivers’ social identities. With respect to body-related 
SIT, ensemble coding of body shape and size could rapidly provide perceivers with infor-
mation about the body norms in a group, and in this way learn information critical to their 
well-being. Moreover, self-perceptions of body size/shape strongly influence self-esteem 
even among non-fat perceivers (e.g., Bratovcic et al., 2015; Thompson & Thompson, 1986) 
and ensemble perceptions of bodies may provide these perceivers with critical information 
about the extent to which they will be valued or devalued by a group. Thus, even if ensemble 
coding processes do not differ for bodies versus other stimuli, the outcome of that process-
ing is highly relevant to many populations. Yet absent evidence that people are capable of 
accurately and rapidly summarizing the bodily features they perceive of a group, little atten-
tion has been paid the potential role of group body perceptions in marginalized people’s 
experiences of groups. In the current work, we sought to empirically confirm that ensemble 
coding processes apply to perceptions of body characteristics.

One way of understanding this contribution is to consider an analogy to social categori-
zation research. Ensemble coding of bodies may reflect a broader, domain-general process 
of ensemble coding, much as social categorization processes are thought to reflect more 
general categorization processes that can be applied of any object (human or not). Because 
social categorization has salient consequences for stereotyping and prejudice (e.g., Brewer, 
2007; Hugenberg & Sacco, 2008; Johnson et al., 2015), however, scientific understanding 
of the social categorization process has been important to examine in its own right (e.g., 
Freeman et al., 2013; Kramer et al., 2017; Volpert-Esmond & Bartholow, 2021)— even if 
social categorizations are simply byproducts of domain-general categorization abilities. In 
the same way, ensemble perceptions are likely to shape evaluations of group threat and thus 
group entry and exit (Phillips et al., 2014) even if those perceptions are simply byproducts 
of domain-general processes. By examining if (for the first time) and how people rapidly 
perceive the body shape/size typical of a group, we can begin to understand the processes 
that underlie evaluations of group threat, much as studies of social categorization supports 
understanding of processes such as stereotyping and prejudice. With respect to the processes 
involved in ensemble coding of bodies, scientific understanding can shape theories of body-
related stigma and how perceivers respond to it.

The current work also makes a potentially important contribution to the broader ensem-
ble coding literature. Specifically, ensemble coding is thought to be a domain general mech-
anism (Chang & Gauthier, 2022) but there remains debate about the nature of the mental 
representation produced in ensemble coding (e.g., Corbett et al., 2023). In the current work, 
we examine the extent to which ensemble perceptions of body size are represented in a more 
concrete or abstract manner. Indeed, human bodies have limits in terms of both height and 
weight, and there are certain size ratios between individual bodily parts that create particular 
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bodily shapes to which humans are visually attuned. For example, waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) 
and waist-to-chest ratio (WCR) are often implicated in studies of body perception. These 
ratios are concrete in the sense that they describe the physical features of a body, and yet 
perceptions of such ratios are related to social judgements including evaluations of another 
person’s attractiveness (e.g., Fan et al., 2005; Singh, 1994), self-evaluations (e.g., Joiner 
et al., 1994; Pazhoohi et al., 2012), and victim-blaming for sexual assault (Paganini et al., 
2023). These ratios inform distinct social judgements; For example, WCR informs percep-
tions of dominance and physical fitness, particularly among men (Coy et al., 2014), while 
WHR informs perceptions of fertility and health, particularly among women (e.g., Fink et 
al., 2003). We thus suspected that ensemble perceptions of WHR, WCR, and BMI would 
be related but separable, indicating that perceivers encoded these concrete features with 
dimensional precision.

Importantly, there is an alternative possibility—perceivers may simply use a size heu-
ristic to evaluate all three characteristics. Indeed, BMI is moderately correlated with WHR 
(e.g., Staiano et al., 2012) and perceivers may have difficulty distinguishing between them. 
Failures to distinguish among WHR, WCR, and BMI in ensemble coding would support 
the view that ensemble representations of body size are more abstract (“fat/slim body”) 
than concrete (e.g., WHR). This approach is uncommon in ensemble perception research, 
which focuses less on judgment processes associated with construal-level than on the visual 
processes associated with ensemble perceptions. However, research on individual differ-
ences does suggest that ensemble perceptions of concrete characteristics (e.g., stimulus ori-
entation angle) differ from those of abstract characteristics (e.g., facial emotion), whereas 
ensemble perceptions of different concrete characteristics share considerable variance with 
each other, as do ensemble perceptions of abstract characteristics (Haberman et al., 2015). 
Such findings lead to the possibility people do not distinguish among (concrete) ensemble 
perceptions of WCR, WHR, and BMI (owing to shared variance). In the current work, we 
tested whether ensemble percepts of body characteristics were separable and additionally 
examined the degree of accuracy for each judgment. To our knowledge, Study 1 is one of 
the first experiments to examine the degree which ensemble perceptions of concrete features 
reflect higher-level construals (more abstract) or lower-level construals (more concrete; 
Trope et al., 2007). Accordingly, the current work may contribute to scientific understand-
ing of ensemble perceptions, especially the representational quality of those percepts.

Ensemble Perceptions of Gender and Emotion

We have argued that ensemble coding of body size and shape—to the extent it operates like 
other forms of ensemble coding—is likely to play an important role in how people evalu-
ate groups. However, the impact of such ensemble coding is likely to depend on the social 
(abstract) inferences drawn from those bodies. In Study 2, we thus focus on ensemble per-
ceptions of abstract characteristics. We do so with three goals in mind.

First, body norms are heavily sex-typed. For example, a low WHR is more socially desir-
able for women than for men, whereas a low WCR is more socially desirable for men than 
women (Coy et al., 2014; Fink et al., 2003). For this reason, ensemble coding of body size 
and shape might be more functional for perceivers to the extent that they can also ensemble 
code gender. Indeed, one recent study observed that study participants were unable to ignore 
gender when perceiving body weight in a garner paradigm (but were able to ignore weight 
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in judgments of gender; Johnstone & Downing, 2017), implying that processing of gender 
is fundamentally involved in perceiving weight. It thus seemed important to examine if 
people were capable of ensemble coding the abstract characteristic of gender from a crowd 
of bodies. That is, even though people seem to be capable of ensemble coding gender from 
facial crowds (Alt et al., 2019; Goodale et al., 2018), the gender-signal may be noisier (than 
faces) with respect to body perception. The absence of ensemble coding of gender from 
bodies would limit the functional advantage of ensemble coding WHR, WCR, and BMI, 
as the body norms relevant to a specific perceiver vary by gender. Thus, in Study 2, we 
examined whether people were capable of ensemble coding the abstract characteristics of 
gender from bodies.

The second reason we focused on abstract ensemble perceptions in Study 2 was to exam-
ine differences between ensemble coding of structural and dynamic cues. Whereas WHR, 
WCR, BMI, and gender are relatively stable characteristics perceived via the structure of 
the body, other characteristics (e.g., emotion) are more dynamic and perceived from bodily 
expressions. Indeed, some have argued that there are different processing routes for perceiv-
ing structural versus dynamic cues of faces (e.g., Berstein & Yovel, 2015; see also Haxby et 
al., 2000) but different processing routes are associated with the ensemble coding of faces 
(compared to individual faces), even though people appear to exhibit similar processing of 
structural (e.g., gender) and dynamic (e.g., emotion) cues (Im et al., 2017). We speculated 
that such similarities emerge because ensemble codes of abstract characteristics are two- to 
five-fold noisier than ensemble codes of abstract characteristics (see Haberman et al., 2015, 
Table 1). That is, when the relevant “signal” is noisier people may be especially likely to 
conflate structural and dynamic cues, as in Garner paradigm studies (Weisbuch & Ambady, 
2011). In Study 2, we thus examine shared variance in the ability to ensemble code gender 
and emotion. That is, we examine whether participants who produced less precise ensemble 
codes would be more likely to exhibit shared variance in their ensemble codes of gender and 
emotion. This hypothesis test has implications for the ensemble coding literature, especially 
as it applies to the human form. That is, if covariance among ensemble codes increases 
with reductions in the signal-fidelity of the relevant cues, the implication is that differ-
ences between “low-level” (concrete) and “high-level” (abstract) ensemble codes may be 
explained by the relatively higher signal-value of concrete characteristics, rather than by a 
qualitative difference in the ensemble coding of concrete or abstract characteristics. Study 2 
may thus offer important insight into ensemble coding processes.

The third reason we focused on abstract ensemble perceptions in Study 2 was to examine 
ensemble perceptions of emotion. Among ensemble coding studies that examine percep-
tions of people, facial emotion is commonly examined (e.g., Haberman & Whitney, 2007; 
Goldenberg et al., 2020). Yet over the last decade, many questions have arisen regarding 
perceptions of facial versus bodily emotion. For example, extant evidence suggests that peo-
ple are sensitive to both faces and bodies in their perceptions of another person’s emotions 
(e.g., Aviezer et al., 2008). With this in mind, the domain-generality of ensemble coding 
suggests that people should be capable of ensemble coding emotion from bodies. However, 
there are also reasons that we may not observe ensemble coding of emotion from bodies. 
Most importantly, existing evidence suggests that perceivers attend more to bodies than 
faces in perceptions of secondary emotions (e.g., shame, pride) but the reverse is true for 
primary emotions (e.g., App et al., 2011). If bodies provide a lower-fidelity signal of pri-
mary emotion than faces it is possible that people are unable to ensemble code emotion from 
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bodies, or do so with limited accuracy. Accordingly, even though perceivers exhibit sub-
stantial accuracy in ensemble perceptions of primary facial emotions it is possible that such 
accuracy does not extend to primary bodily emotions. We thus examine whether people are 
capable of ensemble coding of primary emotions from bodily expressions.

The Current Studies

In the current work we examine if and how study participants ensemble code human bodies. 
We first test whether people are capable of ensemble coding precise physical characteristics 
of bodies, and we examine whether the representations produced by such ensemble coding 
reflect specific physical metrics (e.g., WCR) or a more abstract representation of “body 
size”. We then turn our attention to whether study participants are capable of ensemble cod-
ing two characteristics defined more abstractly: gender and emotion. Thus, in two studies, 
we tested the ability of human observers to ensemble code human bodies. Specifically, we 
examined whether human observers were able to extract summary statistics of both concrete 
(BMI, WHR, WCR) and abstract (emotion, gender) properties from groups of bodies.

Transparency and Openness

Data were collected between February and March 2022. We report how we determined 
our sample size, all data exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures in the study. All 
novel stimuli, data, and analysis code are available on the Open Science Framework (https://
osf.io/whqgk/?view_only=65ea0a2edb654727bbb290e6965ed064). All analyses were con-
ducted in R version 4.1.3 (R Core Team, 2022). The study design and analysis were not 
pre-registered. Procedures were deemed minimal risk and thus exempt by an Institutional 
Review Board prior to data collection.

Study 1

Study 1 examined the degree to which participants were capable of ensemble coding WCR, 
WHR, and BMI, and whether the resulting ensemble codes were separable or reflective of 
a single “size” estimate.

Methods

Participants

Our sample size for Studies 1 and 2 was determined a priori and was based on available 
resources and expected magnitude of findings. Based on previous body ensemble coding 
literature (Alt et al., 2017; Goodale et al., 2018), we anticipated the relationship between 
actual and perceived ensemble representations to be moderate (β  = 0.41). By using this 
expected estimate in conjunction with conversative power analysis parameters (i.e., alpha 
= 0.01, power [1- β ] = 0.90), 90 participants were required to detect the effect of interest. 
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However, two evaluate interaction models, improve our estimates, and be robust to attrition 
common in online studies, we aimed to recruit three times as many participants.

We sought to collect 300 participants for Study 1 (and for Study 2), a sample larger 
than those represented in similar, previous work (e.g., Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2009; 
Sweeny et al., 2013) and indeed much larger than most within-subject designs in visual 
perception research. We projected these large sample sizes in anticipation of potential data 
quality issues given the online nature of the studies, which were conducted during the ongo-
ing COVID-19 pandemic.

Participants were recruited from the subject pool of a large university; this college stu-
dent sample was recruited due to convenience. Of the 292 participants who consented, only 
276 started the task paradigm. We excluded participants who did not fully complete the task 
(n = 26), did not follow the stimulus screening adjustment (n = 57), or who demonstrated 
evidence of near identical responses to each stimulus item (n = 23). Our final sample after 
these exclusions (N = 179) ranged in age from 18 to 25 years (M = 19.04; SD = 1.07). Partici-
pants included 133 women, 44 men, and two who elected not to provide gender information.

Stimuli

In Study 1, we developed a set of body stimuli using the Max Planck Institute Perceiving 
Systems Body Visualizer tool (Max Planck Institute, 2011), a program which allows for the 
generation of three-dimensional body stimuli with variable values on several parameters 
including height, and weight, as well as chest, waist, and hip size. We developed three sets 
of stimuli varying on one set parameter each (BMI, WHR, or WCR); each set consisted of 
six bodies for males and six for females (12 bodies total on each parameter). Faces were 
included on all bodies but were blurred using Adobe Photoshop, and all stimuli were ren-
dered in a consistent blue-grey shade to avoid cuing potential biases associated with skin 
color. Body mass index (BMI) stimuli varied in weight to height ratio; the height for all 
bodies was set to the United States population average for the appropriate gender category 
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2021) and weight was varied to alter BMI. 
Each bodily metric was manipulated to have 6 levels; we created stimulus variability on 
each dimension by dividing the stimulus range by 5. Stimulus BMI ranged from 15 to 40 
(rounded) in intervals of five. WHR stimuli varied from ratios of 0.7 to 1.2 for men and from 
0.5 to 1.0 for women in intervals of 0.1; these ranges were centered on reported averages 
for each gender (Molarius et al., 1999). WCR stimuli varied from 0.6 to 1 for both men and 
women. All bodies were visualized from a frontal view, standing in a half t-pose (arms to 
the side and slightly raised, feet hip width apart).

Procedure

Participants in Study 1 (and Study 2) were recruited via an institutional research subject 
pool and earned partial course credit for their participation. After completing informed con-
sent, participants completed a brief demographic questionnaire and were then randomly 
assigned to complete either Study 1 or Study 2 via a randomization process embedded in 
Qualtrics. Participants were automatically redirected to Pavlovia (pavlovia.org), where they 
completed the assigned study (either Study 1 or Study 2). Participants were unaware of this 
random assignment procedure.
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Before they started, participants were asked to use the arrow keys on their keyboard 
to adjust a rectangle on their screen to be the size of a credit card. Since participants were 
likely to be using a variety of display resolutions and screen sizes, we recorded the numeri-
cal change (from a fixed arbitrary value) required to make the virtual credit card match the 
known physical dimensions of an actual credit card (5.39 × 8.56 cm). This scaling factor 
for the x and y axis, when multiplied by 7, ensured that all body images in the arrays were 
presented in a standardized size (7 × 7 cm) for all participants.

Participants in Study 1 completed three randomized blocks where they viewed arrays of 
human bodies that varied in BMI, WHR, or WCR, and were instructed to provide a judge-
ment about the average body type of the group (see Fig. 1a). Participant responses were 
measured via a continuous sliding scale that used visual body depictions as intervals across 
the scale.

For each block, we used stratified random sampling with replacement to select six bodies 
that were arranged in a 2 × 3 array. To ensure that participants viewed a range of body arrays 
with varying levels of mean BMI, WHR, and WCR, we randomly selected body images to 
form 100 body arrays for each bodily dimension. For each array, the average of the target 
characteristic was within five equally spaced intervals (BMI: 15–20, 20–25, 25–30, 30–35, 
35–40; WHR: 0.5-0.64, 0.64–0.78, 0.78–0.93,0.93–1.06,1.06–1.21; WCR: 0.60-0.68, 0.68–
0.76, 0.76–0.84, 0.84–0.92, 0.92-1.00) across the range of our body images. Since the body 
arrays were generated by randomly selecting body images with replacement, the distribu-
tion within body arrays was variable. Specifically, the average standard deviation within 
body arrays was 7.05 (range: 2.03–12.47) for BMI, 0.15 (range: 0.05–0.24) for WHR, and 
0.11 (0.04–0.19) for WCR.

For each trial, participants completed the following sequence: (1) view fixation cross 
for 500ms, (2) view body array for 500ms, and (3) select along a slider scale (with body 

Fig. 1 Depiction of task for Study 1 (A) and Study 2 (B)
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images) the average body type for the previously viewed body array. Each block contained 
100 trials randomly presented for a total of 300 trials. Participants completed this task in 
approximately 30 minutes.

Results

We used linear mixed effects modeling to account for repeated observations in participants 
using lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) within the statistical software R (R Core Team, 2022). To 
address our primary aims, we regressed participants summary estimates and degree of error 
onto the actual average body ensemble scores and included a random intercept for partici-
pant. In initial analyses we fit separate models for BMI, WHR, and WCR. In subsequent 
analyses, we fit the same models but with the other two metrics as covariates (e.g., BMI 
estimates controlling for WCR and WHR estimates). For all models, we reported unstan-
dardized regression coefficients (i.e., b) and used Satterhwaite’s approximation for p-value 
estimation for linear mixed-effects models (Kuznetsova et al., 2017).

How Precise are Concrete Representations of Body Shape and Size Ensembles?

We evaluated the capability of human observers to extract summary statistics about human 
body ensembles that varied on BMI, WHR, and WCR. As expected, participants’ esti-
mates of the average body in the group was positively associated with the actual average 
body, in terms of BMI (b = 0.53, se = 0.006, 95% CI [0.52, 0.55], p < .001), WHR (b = 0.53, 
se = 0.006, 95% CI [0.51, 0.54], p < .001), and WCR (b = 0.46, se = 0.005, 95% CI [0.45, 
0.47], p < .001; see Fig. 2). To test the sensitivity of these results, we also evaluated these 
associations without excluding participants who did not adhere to the screen scaling proce-
dure or who showed potentially abnormal responding. The pattern of results was similar for 
BMI (b = 0.47, se = 0.005, 95% CI [0.46, 0.48], p < .001), WHR (b = 0.47, se = 0.005, 95% CI 
[0.46, 0.48], p < .001), and WCR (b = 0.41, se = 0.005, 95% CI [0.40, 0.42], p < .001). These 
findings are consistent with ensemble coding of body shape/size—after seeing a crowd of 
bodies for only 500ms, participants were able to accurately estimate the BMI, WHR, and 
WCR of those bodies1.

We next examined whether ensemble perceptions were specific to BMI, WHR, and 
WCR or were all derived from more abstract “size” perception. We found that accuracy of 
ensemble perceptions for arrays varying in BMI remained statistically significant even after 
accounting for WHR (b = 0.57, se = 0.007, 95% CI [0.56, 0.58], p < .001) and WCR (b = 0.57, 
se = 0.007, 95% CI [0.56, 0.59], p < .001). Similarly, accuracy of ensemble perceptions for 
arrays varying in WHR remained statistically significant even after accounting for BMI 
(b = 0.51, se = 0.03, 95% CI [0.45, 0.56], p < .001) and WCR (b = 1.20, se = 0.07, 95% CI 
[1.05, 1.35], p < .001). Finally, accuracy of ensemble perceptions for arrays varying in WCR 
remained statistically significant even after accounting for and BMI (b = 0.53, se = 0.008, 
95% CI [0.51, 0.54], p < .001) and WHR (b = 0.42, se = 0.007, 95% CI [0.41, 0.44], p < .001). 

1  There was a small and statistically significant effect of learning (i.e., time) on this association for WHR 
(b = 0.0004, se = 0.0002, 95%CI [-0.0005, 0.0002], p = .02), but this finding did not generalize to BMI 
(b = − 0.0001, se = 0.0002, 95%CI [-0.0005, 0.0002], p = .45) or WCR (b = − 0.0001, se = 0.0002, 95%CI 
[-0.0005, 0.0002], p = .60).
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These findings suggest that human perceivers are capable of forming extremely precise 
summary percepts of human bodies that are not purely based on size.

Finally, we also evaluated the effect of participant gender on ensemble perceptions of 
WHR, WCR, and BMI. We did not find that accuracy differed as a function of partici-
pant gender for BMI (b = 0.01, se = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.01, 0.04], p = .27) or WCR (b = 0.002, 
se = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.02, 0.3], p = .84); however, we found a significant effect of gender on 
the relationship between actual and perceived WHR (WHR x Gender interaction: b = -0.08, 
se = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.10, -0.05], p < .001). Men were less accurate at perceiving WHR from 
groups than women, but only for ensembles with lower WHR.

Beyond Correlations: Absolute Accuracy in Ensemble Perceptions of Bodies

As described in the preceding, our main analytic approach was to correlate estimated and 
actual group body size/shape. However, there are limits to this approach. For example, par-
ticipants’ estimates of group average BMI could be highly correlated with the actual group 
average BMI, yet systematically underestimate (or overestimate) group BMI. Such findings 
would indicate that participants are accurate in a relative sense but not in an absolute sense. 
To illustrate absolute accuracy, we calculated the distance between the estimated and actual 
crowd average for each dimension (BMI, WCR, WHR)—that is, we calculated the margin 
of error. Most (64.25%) participant estimates were within 5 BMI points with 91.44% of 
responses being within 10 BMI points. We observed that 64.33% and 86.74% of participant 
estimates of WHR and WCR respectively, had a degree of error (i.e., |perceived average 
ratio – actual average ratio|) less than or equal to 0.15 (on a 6-point scale) (symmetrical), 
and 92.87% and 99.87% of participant estimates of WHR and WCR respectively, had a 
degree of error less than or equal to 0.30 (see Fig. 3).

Study 2

Study 1 provides novel evidence consistent with the view that humans have the capacity 
to rapidly perceive the average body shape/size in a group. As described earlier, however, 
ensemble perceptions of bodies may differ according to whether those judgments are con-
crete (Study 1) or abstract (Study 2). In Study 2, we examine whether ensemble coding of 
bodies extends to abstract characteristics, including characteristics (gender) likely to modu-
late body perception.

Methods

Participants

Our initial sample consisted of 305 participants from a large research university’s subject 
pool. We excluded participants who did not start (n = 13) or fully complete the task (n = 9), 
did not follow the stimulus screening adjustment (n = 83), or who demonstrated evidence 
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Fig. 2 (A-C) Heatmap distribu-
tion plots of individual trials for 
each participant show perceived 
ensemble average as a function 
of the actual ensemble average. 
Warmer colors reflect more 
responses for BMI, WHR, and 
WCR. Dashed line is a reference 
line reflecting perfect respond-
ing; Solid line is predicted 
regression line based on partici-
pant data
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Fig. 3 (A-C) Heatmap distribu-
tion plots of individual trials for 
each participant show actual 
body ensemble averages as a 
function of participants’ margin 
of error. Warmer colors reflect 
more responses for BMI, WHR, 
and WCR. Grey horizontal line at 
0 reflects no error
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of responding near identically to each stimulus item (n = 4). Our final sample after these 
exclusions (N = 196) ranged in age from 18 to 41 years (M = 19.20; SD = 2.01). Participants 
were mostly women (67.9%, n = 133); a smaller portion were men (31.6%, n = 62) and one 
participant was nonbinary.

Stimuli

We used full-body stimuli from the Bodily Expressive Action Stimulus Test (BEAST; de 
Gelder & Van den Stock, 2011). Unlike the bodies we created for Study 1, these bodily 
images are of real people expressing emotion in their bodies. We removed the background 
of all images and resized some images given variable photographing distances in the origi-
nal stimulus set. Faces of all stimuli were blurred. Images were standardized to 150 × 300 
pixels. We included both male and female bodies, and only used bodies for which both 
neutral and angry postures were available. We used neutral bodies to examine gender per-
ception and used neutral and angry bodies to examine emotion perception. We opted to 
use angry bodies, as opposed to other emotional expressions, to make our manipulation of 
emotion salient; prior research demonstrates highly efficient processing of threat-related 
information, including angry facial and bodily expressions (e.g., Bannerman et al., 2009; 
Fox et al., 2005).

Procedure

See Study 1 Procedure for randomization into the studies and screen standardization. Partic-
ipants assigned to Study 2 completed two randomized blocks (i.e., Gender, Emotion) where 
they viewed arrays of human bodies and were instructed to provide a judgement about the 
ratio of women to men and angry to neutral bodies respectively (see Fig. 1b).

For each block, we used stratified random sampling without replacement to select six 
individual bodies that were arranged in a 2 × 3 array. To ensure that participants viewed a 
range of emotional (angry:neutral bodies) and gender (women:men) compositions, we ran-
domly selected body images to form 98 body arrays that contained 14 trials of each possible 
seven compositions for gender and emotion (i.e., 0:6, 1:5, 2:4, 3:3, 4:2, 5:1, 6:0) arrays. 
Gender arrays contained only neutral bodies; emotion arrays were gender-constant within, 
but not between trials, such that participants saw both all-male and all-female arrays.

For each trial, participants completed the following sequence: (1) view fixation cross for 
500ms, (2) view body array for 500ms, and (3) select an icon reflecting the ratio of women 
to men or angry to neutral bodies for the previously viewed array (similar to Alt et al., 2019; 
Goodale et al., 2018). Each block contained 98 trials randomly presented for a total of 196 
trials. Participants completed this task in approximately 30 minutes.

Results

We used linear mixed effects modeling to account for repeated observations in participants 
using lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) within the statistical software R (R Core Team). To address 
our primary aims, we regressed participants summary estimates (estimated number of 
angry people or women in an ensemble) and summary estimates degree of error onto the 
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actual average body ensemble scores (i.e., actual number of angry people or women in an 
ensemble) and included a random intercept for participant. For all models with continu-
ous dependent variables, we reported unstandardized regressions coefficients (i.e., b) and 
used a Satterhwaite correction for p-value estimation. We used linear regression to exam-
ine the interacting effect of accuracy and ensemble perception across emotion and gender 
conditions.

Given our categorical conceptualization and measurement of gender and emotion, the 
gender and emotional composition of these body arrays could be exactly estimated by par-
ticipants; therefore, we also derived accuracy scores (1 = correct, 0 = incorrect) for each body 
array. To evaluate if participant performed above chance (1/7), we used a binomial test. 
Finally, we evaluated participants’ absolute accuracy at estimating the number of targets 
using binary logistic regression with a binomial link function. We reported unstandardized 
regression coefficients in log odds.

How Precise are Abstract Representations of Human Body Ensembles?

We evaluated the ability of human observers to extract summary statistics of emotional 
expression and gender composition in groups of human bodies (i.e., the number of angry 
people or females in a group). For clarity, we use the angry bodies and female bodies as ref-
erence “targets”. As expected, participants’ estimates of group composition was positively 
associated with the actual group composition, in terms of emotion (b = 0.65, se = 0.004, 95% 
CI [0.64, 0.65], p < .001) and gender (b = 0.49, se = 0.004, 95% CI [0.48, 0.50], p < .001) (see 
Fig. 4). To test the sensitivity of these results, we also evaluated these associations without 
excluding participants who did not adhere to the screen scaling procedure or who showed 
potentially abnormal responding. The pattern of results was similar for emotion (b = 0.61, 
se = 0.003, 95% CI [0.60, 0.61], p < .001) and gender (b = 0.45, se = 0.004, 95% CI [0.45, 
0.46], p < .001). Similar to Study 1, these findings show that participants can ensemble code 
higher-order representations from groups of bodies.

Finally, since Study 2 used a within-person design, we evaluated how individual differ-
ences influenced the relationships between actual and perceived body ensembles. We found 
a significant effect of participant gender on ensemble perception accuracy for both gender 
ensembles (b = -0.04, se = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.06, -0.02], p < .001) and emotion ensembles 
(b = -0.05, se = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.07, -0.04], p < .001). Specifically, men were less accurate 
at perceiving gender and emotion composition from ensembles than women, but only for 
ensembles with lower numbers of women and angry bodies respectively.

We also evaluated how ensemble perception of emotion was influenced by the interaction 
of accuracy and ensemble perception of gender, and how ensemble perception of gender 
was influenced by the interaction accuracy and ensemble perception of emotion. We did not 
find a significant emotion accuracy x emotion ensemble perception interaction on ensemble 
perception of gender (b = -1.07, se = 0.57, 95% CI [-2.19, 0.05], p = .06), nor did we find a 
significant gender accuracy x gender ensemble perception interaction on ensemble percep-
tion of emotion (b = -0.49, se = 0.78, 95% CI [-2.03, 1.06], p = .54)
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How Accurately can Abstract Representations from Human Body Ensembles be 
Extracted?

We found that participants were relatively accurate at identifying the exact emotional 
expression (M = 47.68%, SD = 14.68%) and gender composition (M = 29.59%, SD = 8.90%) 
of human body ensembles. Importantly, these accuracy scores were significantly above 
chance level (14.28%) responding for both emotion (p(correct) = 0.476, 95% CI [0.47, 
0.48], p < .001) and gender (p(correct) = 0.295, 95% CI [0.29, 0.30], p < .001) composi-
tions2. Moreover, participants’ accuracy in identifying the exact number of reference targets 
(i.e., angry bodies) was negatively associated with the number of targets for emotional (b = 

2 We also evaluated the impact of learning across time in ensemble coding accuracy. We found no effect of 
time for gender (b = − 0.0001, se = 0.0001, 95%CI [-0.0003, 0.0001], p = .35), but there was a significant linear 
effect of time for emotion (b = 0.0009, se = 0.0001, 95%CI [0.0006, 0.001], p < .001). However, a logarithmic 
trend fit the data better than a linear trend (AIC = 27.29, p = .03). Specifically, there was rapid learning particu-
larly early (i.e., within the first 10 trials) with diminishing returns across later trials.

Fig. 4 Heatmap distribution 
plots of concatenated individual 
trials for each participant show 
participants’ perceived number 
of targets (Top panel: Number 
of angry bodies; Bottom panel: 
Number of females) as a function 
of the actual number of targets. 
Warmer colors reflect higher 
density of responses. Dashed di-
agonal is reference line reflecting 
perfect responding; Solid white 
line is predicted regression line 
based on participant data
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-0.41, se = 0.009, 95% CI [-0.43, -0.40], p < .001) and gender (b = -0.21, se = 0.009, 95% CI 
[-0.023, -0.20], p < .001) body arrays. These results suggest that participants are particularly 
good at extracting the emotional and gender composition of groups of bodies when the 
number of targets was low (e.g., 0 angry people; see Fig. 4). These results did not significant 
differ for all-male or all-female arrays (b = − 0.02, se = 0.02, 95% CI [-0.05, 0.01] p = .23).

We did find a significant effect of participant gender on gender ensemble perception 
accuracy (b = 0.17, se = 0.02, 95% CI [0.14, 0.20], p < .001), but not on emotion ensemble 
perception accuracy (b = -0.02, se = 0.02, 95% CI [-0.05, 0.02], p = .37). Relative to women, 
men showed better accuracy when the number of male bodies was high, and worse when the 
number of female bodies was higher.

We also evaluated the correspondence of ensemble perception across conditions. Specifi-
cally, we found a significant positive correlation between ensemble perception accuracy for 
emotion and gender compositions (r = .51, p < .001). Participants who demonstrated higher 
accuracy for ensemble coding of emotion also demonstrated higher accuracy for ensemble 
coding of gender. Finally, we evaluated the degree of error in extracting emotional and gen-
der composition from human body ensembles. For emotion expression, 47.68%, 78.74%, 
and 92.37% of participant responses were ±1, ±2, and ±3 bodies from the actual number 
of reference targets (i.e., angry bodies). For gender, 29.59%, 65.53%, and 86.84% of par-
ticipant responses were ±1, ±2, and ±3 bodies from the actual number of reference targets 
(i.e., female bodies; see Fig. 5). This discrepancy in accuracy between gender and emo-
tion ensembles could be due to features of the BEAST; specifically, the BEAST depicts 
both males and females in various outfits, most of which are not form-fitting. Heterogenous 
clothing, in addition to variability in other typically gendered features (e.g., hairstyles), may 
obscure gender perception.

General Discussion

In two studies, we tested the ability of human observers to ensemble code human bod-
ies. Specifically, we examined whether observers could extract summary statistics of both 
concrete (BMI, WHR, WCR) and abstract (emotion, gender) characteristics from groups of 
bodies. Though existing evidence indicates clearly how the perception of individual bodies 
matters – for example, by influencing attractiveness judgements (Fan et al., 2005; Singh, 
1994), prejudice (Rubino et al., 2020), and even discriminatory police behavior (Hester 
& Gray, 2018) – our findings suggest that perceptual sensitivity to bodies is not limited to 
individuals.

Across our two studies, participants accurately, distinctively, and rapidly perceived aver-
age WHR, WCR, BMI, emotion, and gender from groups of bodies. Accuracy in ensemble 
judgements was remarkably consistent among WHR, WCR, and BMI (see Supplemental 
Table 1 for standardized coefficients), yet participants did not appear to use a common 
size heuristic to estimate body size/shape. That is, perceivers achieved consistently strong 
accuracy via distinctive ensemble codes for WHR, WCR, and BMI, supporting the view 
that ensemble representations of objectively-defined features reflect lower-level, concrete 
construals. Additionally, the functional advantages conveyed by these lower-level ensemble 
codes may have supported ensemble coding of more abstract and dynamic body character-
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istics in Study 2, which demonstrated heightened accuracy relative to judgments in Study 1 
(see Supplemental Table 1 for standardized coefficients). Despite some evidence that bodies 
provide lower-fidelity information about primary emotion than do faces (e.g., App et al., 
2011), we found that participants were particularly accurate at ensemble coding primary 
emotion from bodily expressions. These findings lend additional support to the domain-

Fig. 5 Heatmap distribution plots of concatenated individual trials for each participant show participants’ 
perceived number of targets (Top panel: Number of angry bodies; Bottom panel: Number of Females) as 
a function of margin of error. Warmer colors reflect higher density of responses
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generality of ensemble coding but as reviewed below, the findings also have unique implica-
tions for our understanding of body perception, particularly in group contexts.

Where perceptions of individual bodies may shape judgments of individuals’ attributes, 
perceptions of groups of bodies shape judgments of group norms. Rapid ensemble coding 
of bodies enables perceivers to identify normative (average) body characteristics in a group, 
and our findings suggest that people are capable of accurately discerning several group 
norms (e.g., WHR, emotion) after only ½ second of exposure to an entire group of human 
bodies. These results point to a robust role for ensemble coding mechanisms in how people 
navigate group life. For example, rapid perceptions of group BMI could inform perceivers 
about whether a group favors one’s body identity (e.g., as a fat person; see Oswald et al., 
2022); rapid perceptions of group gender-ratio could inform perceivers about their likely 
belonging in a group and desire to enter the group (see Goodale et al., 2018); rapid percep-
tions of the average WCR or bodily anger in a group could inform perceivers about whether 
a group presents a threat to their welfare. These downstream consequences have yet to be 
explored, but the results of the current studies suggest that ensemble coding may play a 
(heretofore) underappreciated role in group and intergroup behavior.

We additionally examined potential effects of learning across trials and of gender on 
body ensemble perception accuracy. Learning across trials did not appear to play a signifi-
cant role in accuracy of ensemble judgements in either study, possibly with the exception 
of the emotion task3. However, that learning overall did not appear to play a significant role 
suggests that observers are innately prepared to make ensemble judgements about a number 
of characteristics relevant to groups of bodies. Additionally, we found inconsistent effects 
of participant gender on ensemble judgement accuracy; overall, men and women exhibited 
similar effects.

The current studies also address an issue of ecological validity (Brunswik, 1955, 1956) in 
social psychology studies of ensemble coding. When encountering a crowd, body informa-
tion is likely to be more visually available than facial information and yet most ensemble 
coding research in social psychology has prioritized face crowds (e.g., Alt et al., 2019; 
Haberman & Whitney, 2007; Neumann et al., 2013). In the “real world”, the ability to see 
6–8 faces simultaneously is limited by one’s visual field and the fact that distances between 
faces must account for should width and personal space concerns—to see all those faces at 
once, the perceiver must be relatively distant from most of the faces in their visual field. 
Under these circumstances (at a distance), body structures and movements are likely to be 
more salient than facial structures and movements. Although this may not be a problem for 
those scientists interested in the basic visual mechanisms involved in ensemble coding, it is 
a problem for those scientists interested in the role of ensemble coding in social life. A focus 
on disembodied-faces in ensemble coding research may strongly underestimate the role of 
ensemble coding in social phenomena. Given the processing conditions required for seeing 
an entire group of people (a larger visual field than for perceiving an individual), and given 
the current evidence that participants formed precise and distinctive ensemble codes from 
human bodies alone, it seems likely that effects of ensemble coding on social cognition and 
behavior would be most pronounced when both face and body information is available dur-

3  We suspect that learning played a heightened role in initial trials for the emotion task given the abstract 
nature of the response variable (“angry” and “neutral” posed bodies) relative to other tasks where the response 
variable was more concrete or stereotypically paired with the judgement (e.g., pink and blue male and female 
bodies are more commonly observed).
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ing group perception. Future studies should clarify how summary perception of faces and 
bodies co-occur as we naturalistically perceive the two in tandem. It is possible that faces 
attract our visual attention more so than do bodies, but that bodies are also attended to in 
summary perception processes (like in person identification, e.g., O’Toole et al., 2011); it is 
also possible that bodies may contribute more to perceptions of certain characteristics (e.g., 
emotion) than faces (see Aviezer et al., 2012; but see also Albohn et al., 2022).

Future work on summary perception should also draw connections between the percep-
tual process of ensemble coding of bodies and downstream implications for social judge-
ments, particularly those pertinent to relevant marginalized groups. Ensemble coding of 
faces is recognized as a potential mechanism for understanding social disparities (e.g., Kar-
dosh et al., 2022); Ensemble coding of bodies is likely to be relevant for understanding 
how people with marginalized identities – especially those marginalized on the basis of 
their bodies, such as fat people – perceive their social worlds (see Oswald & Adams, 2022; 
Oswald et al., 2022).

Limitations

A primary limitation of the current work is the lack of external validity; when we encounter 
natural groups, body information is available alongside facial and contextual information. 
While much existing work has focused on face ensemble coding in the absence of body 
information, in these studies we do the opposite by focusing on body ensemble coding in the 
absence of facial information. We do so in order to understand body perception processes as 
distinct from confounding facial perception processes, as is often done in work examining 
individual body perception (see Griffin & Oswald, 2022); Future research should however 
examine ensemble coding in naturalistic contexts with full information availability to better 
understand how results from these paradigms might generalize to real-world contexts.

Additionally, future studies should examine whether these effects replicate with differ-
ent stimuli. We utilized two different sets of controlled body stimuli – a self-developed set 
of 3D modelled bodies and the BEAST (de Gelder & Van den Stock, 2011). There are not 
many standardized sets of realistic body stimuli available, however, it would be advanta-
geous to examine whether the effects described here extend to more diverse stimuli and to 
different body characteristics (e.g., muscularity, race/ethnicity), particularly given what we 
hypothesize to be stimulus-specific effects for ensemble coding of gender using the BEAST.

Conclusion

The current findings are consistent with the notion that visual processes rapidly summarize 
group characteristics from both concrete and abstract bodily information. Like ensemble 
coding of faces, it is likely that summary precepts of groups of bodies has important social 
meaning for perceivers; for example, these precepts might cue belonging in a given group or 
activate processes of social identity threat. Embracing bodies in ensemble coding research 
could enhance our understanding of both the visual processes and downstream social infer-
ences that color our experiences in social groups.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary material available at https://doi.
org/10.1007/s10919-023-00443-8.
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